Using techniques for automatically tracking the CB in annotated corpora, we test a variety of claims about discourse formulated in terms of the notions of CB or topic: that THIS-NPs are best used to refer to entities not in topic; that there is a correlation between the use of pronouns or full NPs in subject position in an utterance and the type of transition (continue, shift, retain) performed by that utterance; that certain transitions correlate more with segment boundaries; and that long-distance pronominalizations are only licensed when referring to an entity acting as topic.
Introduction
The notion of 'discourse topic' 1 plays an important role in a variety of linguistic theories: e.g., in theories about the factors that affect the choice of NP form (Givon, 1983; Ariel, 1990; Gundel et al., 1993) -especially for what concerns the use of empty subjects or objects in languages that allow them (Kameyama, 1985; Walker et al., 1994; Di Eugenio, 1998; Prince, 1998) -and in theorizing about languages in which 'topics' occupy fixed positions or topichood licences certain types of movements, such as scrambling (Vallduvi, 1990; Rambow, 1993; Portner and Yabushita, 1998) . One of the reasons for the interest in Centering (Grosz et al., 1995) among linguists is the hope that the theory may make this elusive notion of 'discourse topic' more precise, and such claims easier to verify (see, e.g., (Gundel, 1998; Beaver, 2004) ). In fact, however, a number of the key concepts of Centering are not fully defined, and behave more like 'parameters' to be 'instantiated' in different ways for each language (Walker et al., 1994; Poesio et al., 2004) .
In previous work, we attempted to identify more precisely the main claims of the theory, and compared several of its instantiations by developing reliable techniques to annotate a corpus with the information required to test Centering, and scripts that could be used to automatically compute CFs and CB of each utterance so as to find which instantiation led to the greater number of violations of the theory's claims. In this paper, we use these results to provide an independent evaluation of several claims made in the literature concerning the linguistic impact of topics. Conversely, we hope that these claims may serve as a different type of evaluation of the theory, serving as a different way of identifying the 'best' parameter instantiation-the 'best' instantiation being the one which makes more of such claims verified.
Centering: A Parametric Theory
The notion of 'topic' or 'discourse focus' is notoriously difficult to formalize. We used as the basis for our investigation of this notion the terminology and ideas introduced in Centering Theory by Grosz et al. (1995) and Walker et al. (1998) , in particular the notions of Backward-Looking Center (CB) and Preferred Center (CP).
In the 'mainstream' version of Centering by Grosz et al. (1995) , it is assumed that each UTTERANCE introduces new discourse entities (or Forward-Looking Centers, abbreviated as CFs) into the discourse, and in so doing, updates the 'local focus'. For example, (1) mentions at least five discourse entities / CFs: the corner cupboard, the drawing, an engraving of the cupboard, Branicki, and Branicki's attention, plus possibly abstract objects such as events and states.
(1)
The drawing of the corner cupboard, or more probably an engraving of it, must have caught Branicki's attention.
One of the results of the update of the local focus will be to single out these five entities as the most recently mentioned ones. In addition, according to Centering, the discourse entities / CFs REALIZED) by an utterance such as (1) are ranked; the most highly ranked entity in an utterance is called the Preferred Center, or CP. The CB is Centering's equivalent of the notion of 'topic' or 'focus', and is defined as follows:
CB CB(U i ), the BACKWARD-LOOKING CENTER of utterance U i , is the highest ranked element of CF(U i−1 ) that is realized in U i .
Note that the theory provides no definition of the notions of 'ranking', 'utterance' and 'realization'; researchers using the theory have to specify their own. In (Poesio et al., 2004) , several ways of instantiating Centering Theory's parameters were studied, using the theory's claims as a way of comparing these instantiations. We will assume the results of Poesio et al. (2004) , and only consider in this paper those instantiations of the ranking, utterance, and realization parameters found to result in fewest violations of the claims of Centering in that earlier paper. One of the finding of Poesio et al. was that Centering's claim that most discourse segments are locally coherent (Constraint 1, see below) crucially depends on defining realization so as to allow for INDIRECT REALIZATION: that is, a discourse entity counts as realized in an utterance even if that utterance only contains an associative reference to that entity, as in (2), where the door in (u1) is an associative reference to the house. Even though the house is not directly mentioned in (u2), it will be counted as realized in it-in fact, it will be its CB.
(2) (u1) John walked towards the house. (u2) The door was open.
Two more parameters are relevant for the discussion in this paper: the definition of 'utterance' and the ranking function. In this study, we tested for each of these two parameters two definitions proposed in the literature, which according to the results of Poesio et al. could 
result in instantiations satisfying the theory's claims.
For what concerns the definition of utterance, we studied the results obtained by identifying utterances either with sentences, as implicitly done in much work on Centering, or with finite clauses, as suggested by Kameyama (1998) . For ranking, we considered first of all ranking based on grammatical function (Kameyama, 1985; Grosz et al., 1995) -making entities realized as subjects rank higher than entities realized as objects, and these higher than entities ranked as adjuncts.
(More precisely, we tested the ranking function that Poesio et al. called GFTHERELIN, which adds a disambiguation factor based on linear order to grammatical function ranking (so that, for example, in a clause containing two entities realized in adjunct position, the entity realized in the leftmost position has highest rank).) Seconly, we tested ranking based on givenness, as proposed by Strube and Hahn (1999) . According to Strube and Hahn, the ranking of entities depends on their givenness status as defined by Prince (1992) : HEARER-OLD entities rank higher than MEDIATED entities, which in turn rank higher than HEARER-OLD entities.
One of the most important claims of Centering is that packaging information in a certain way results into utterances that are easier to process than others. There are two distinct dimensions that make processing an utterance faster. First of all, according to Grosz et al., following an utterance about a certain topic (CB) with a second utterance about the same topic is easier to process than if the second utterance is about a different topic. Secondly, utterances in which the topic (CB) is realized in the most prominent position (i.e., as a CP) are easier to process than utterances in which the CB is not also the CP. The result of this dual classification is the 2x2 classification of utterances into different types of TRANSITIONS shown in Table 1 . Traditional presentations of Centering do not distinguish clearly between definitions (such as the definition of CB above) and the actual claims of the theory. Poesio et al. (2004) identified three main such claims.
Constraint 1 (Strong):
All utterances of a segment except for the first have exactly one CB.
Rule 1 (GJW95):
If any CF is pronominalized, the CB is.
Rule 2 (BFP):
Transition states are ordered. The CONTINUE transition (CON) is preferred to the RETAIN transition (RET), which is preferred to the SMOOTH-SHIFT transition (SSH), which is preferred to the ROUGH-SHIFT transition (RSH).
Constraint 1 expresses the original claim from (Joshi and Kuhn, 1979; Joshi and Weinstein, 1981) that discourses with exactly one (or no more than one) 'topic' at each point are easier to process. A weaker version of the Constraint, allowing also for utterances with no topic, can also been found in the literature:
Constraint 1 (Weak): All utterances of a segment except for the 1st have at most one CB.
(note that both versions of the Constraint express a dispreference for utterances having more than one topic). Rule 1 is the main claim of Centering about pronominalization. In the version presented above, it states a preference for pronominalizing the CB, if anything is pronominalized at all. (Other versions also exist.) Finally, Rule 2 (BFP) is a claim about coherence: it states a preference for preserving the CB over changing it, and for preserving it as the most salient entity over changing its relative ranking.
3
A point about the theory that should be kept in mind in what follows is that Centering does not state 'hard' facts about language (i.e., the kind of facts whose violation leads to ungrammaticality judgments) but preferences which, when followed, lead to texts that are easier to process. The mere presence of a few exceptions to a claim does not, therefore, count as a falsification. For one thing, we should expect these preferences to interact with other constraints (a point not always emphasized enough in the Centering literature). And secondly, there may be no way of expressing a particular piece of information without violating some such preferences. So, at best, we can expect the three claims to be verified in a statistical sense: i.e., that the number of utterances that verify such claims will be significantly higher than the number of utterances that violate them-and in fact, we may find that for some claims, even statistical significance will not be achieved.
A Corpus-Based Investigation of Centering
The recent development of reliable annotation techniques for discourse, and the increased availability of discourse annotated corpora 4 make it possible to subject the claims of seminal theories of salience and focus such as Centering to rigorous empirical testing. One of the main motivations for the work discussed in this paper was the feeling that a variety of claims concerning the influence of topicality on language use could be given a more rigorous evaluation by building on the results of our already mention corpus-based study of Centering, (Poesio et al., 2004) . In that work, we annotated a corpus with information claimed by theoreticians to affect the computation of the CB, and developed scripts which could simulate a variety of ways of updating the local focus, depending on their input parameters. These methods were used to test several definition of CB and ways of setting the 'parameters' of Centering (in the sense discussed in the previous section) proposed in the literature, and to identify those which resulted in fewer violations of the claims of Centering. In this section we discuss the data used in that study, how they were annotated, how the data were used to compute a variety of statistics about the claims of Centering, and the main results of the study.
The GNOME Corpus
We begin with a brief discussion of the corpus we used for this study, the GNOME corpus, and of its annotation.
Texts Contained in the GNOME corpus The GNOME corpus currently includes texts from three domains. The museum subcorpus consists of descriptions of museum objects and brief biographical texts discussing the lives of the artists that produced them. 5 The pharmaceutical subcorpus is a selection of leaflets providing the patients with mandatory information about their medicine. 6 The crucial property of these texts is that entity coherence (Poesio et al., 2004) is the main device to ensure their cohesion; relational coherence (i.e., coherence ensured by rhetorical relations, in the sense of Rhetorical Structures Theory (Mann and Thompson, 1988) ) is less important. The third subcorpus consists of tutorial dialogues from the Sherlock corpus collected at the University of Pittsburgh, in which instead relational coherence plays a central role.
Each subcorpus contains about 6,000 NPs; in this study we used texts from the first two domains, for a total of about 3,000 NPs, including about 500 pronouns, 1100 other definite NPs, 1100 indefinite NPs, and around 300 other NPs including quantifiers, coordinated NPs, gerunds, etc. Among potential utterances, the corpus includes about 500 sentences, and 900 finite clauses; the actual number of utterances used in the study is one of the parameters that we varied, as discussed below.
Annotation and Markup Scheme
The annotation of the GNOME corpus followed a systematic manual, available from the GNOME corpus's home page at http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/Research/nle/corpora/GNOME/. See (Poesio, 2004b,a) for details about the annotation; only the most important aspects of the scheme are discussed here.
A number of compromises are still necessary in discourse annotation as it is often difficult to reach satisfactory levels of agreement for many types of information one would want to annotate. One of the compromises we had to make in this work has to do with segmentation. Although a proper study of Centering would require segments to be identified, we couldn't reach a satisfactory level of agreement, so a heuristic approach was adopted. Instead of annotating segments, we relied on heuristics based on layout information, a great deal of which was annotated in our texts, including information about sections and paragraphs. The simpler such heuristics identified segments with certain type of text divisions (sections or paragraphs). We also tested the heuristic proposed by Walker (1989) : treat every paragraph as a separate segment unless its first sentence contains a pronoun in subject position, or a pronoun whose agreement features are not matched by any other CF in the same sentence. These heuristics were all tested and compared by making the choice of segmentation heuristic one of the parameters of the scripts computing local focus information (see below).
All sentences were also marked as <s> elements; all sub-sentential units of text that might be identified with utterances (in the Centering sense) were also marked, using a separate tag, <unit>. A variety of attributes of <s> and <unit> elements were also annotated (e.g., to identify finite and non finite clauses, main clauses, etc.).
Next, each NP was marked with a <ne> ('nominal expression') tag and with a variety of attributes capturing syntactic and semantic properties. Important attributes for our purposes are cat (specifying the type of an NP), gf specifying its grammatical function, the agreement features, and the deix feature (whether the object is a visual deictic reference or not). 5 The museum subcorpus extends the corpus collected to support the ILEX and SOLE projects at the University of Edinburgh. ILEX generates Web pages describing museum objects on the basis of the perceived status of its user's knowledge and of the objects she previously looked at . The SOLE project extended ILEX with concept-to-speech abilities, using linguistic information to control intonation . 6 The leaflets in the pharmaceutical subcorpus are a subset of the collection of all patient leaflets in the UK which was digitized to support the ICONOCLAST project at the University of Brighton, developing tools to support multilingual generation (Scott et al., 1998). Finally, a separate <ante> element was used to mark anaphoric relations; the <ante> element itself specifies the index of the anaphoric expression and the type of semantic relation (e.g., identity), whereas one or more embedded <anchor> elements indicate possible antecedents (the presence of more than one <anchor> element indicates that the anaphoric expression is ambiguous).
All markup was done in XML. In (3) parts of the XML markup of sentence (1) are illustratesd. (3) <s ...... > <unit finite='finite-yes' id='u227'> <ne id='ne546' gf='subj'> The drawing of <ne id='ne547' gf='np-compl'>the corner cupboard, </ne></ne> <unit finite='no-finite' id='u228'>or more probably <ne id='ne548' gf='no-gf'> an engraving of <ne id='ne549' gf='np-compl'> it </ne></ne> </unit>, ... </unit> ... </s> <ante current="ne549" rel="ident"> <anchor ID="ne547"></ante>
Automatic Computation of Centering Information
Perl scripts working off the annotated corpus automatically compute utterances, CFs and CB according to the particular parameter instantiation chosen, and find violations of Constraint 1, Rule 1, and Rule 2 (according to several versions of Rule 1 and Rule 2), and evaluate the claims using the statistical tests. The behavior of the scripts is controlled by a number of parameters, including:
CBdef : which definition of CB should be used among those proposed in the literature, including those discussed in (Grosz et al., 1983 (Grosz et al., , 1995 Passonneau, 1993; Gordon et al., 1993) .
uttdef: identify utterances with sentences, finite clauses, or verbed clauses.
realizes: which definition of realization to use. Only allow direct realization, or indirect realization via bridging references as well.
cfselect: treat all NPs as introducing CFs, or exclude certain classes. At the moment it is possible to omit first and second person NPs, and / or NPs in predicative position (e.g., a policeman in John is a policeman).
ranking: rank CFs according to grammatical function, linear order, a combination of the two as in (Gordon et al., 1993) , or information status as in (Strube and Hahn, 1999) .
prodef: only consider for the purposes of Rule 1 third person personal pronouns ( it, he, she, they) , or also demonstrative pronouns (that, these), and / or the second person pronoun (you).
segment(ation):
identify segments using Walker's heuristics, or with paragraphs, sections, or whole texts.
Among the many other script parameters whose effect will not be discussed here we will just mention those which determine whether implicit anaphors in bridging references should be treated as CFs; the relative ranking of entities in complex NPs; and how to handle 'preposed' adjunct clauses. The algorithm used to compute the statistics concerning the violations of the claims is fairly straightforward, and we will therefore omit it here. 
The Effect of Parameter Instantiation
As mentioned above, Poesio et al. identified three main claims of the theory: Constraint 1, Rule 1, and Rule 2 (each of which comes in several variants). The scripts just discussed compute the percentage of violations of each claim under each instantiation, which makes it possible both to test whether these claims are verified, and to compare different instantiations. The first result obtained by Poesio et al. was that if the parameters are set in the most 'mainstream' way, the so-called 'Vanilla' instantiation-identifying utterances with finite clauses, using grammatical function as ranking, and only allowing for direct realization-only Rule 1 (GJW 95 and GJW 83) is clearly verified. The results concerning Constraint 1 are especially negative: with this instantiation only 35% of utterances are continuous in the sense of (Karamanis, 2003) 
, so that only the weak version of Constraint 1 (requiring an utterance to have at most one CB) is verified. Strong C1, the best-known formulation of the constraint requiring every utterance to have exactly one CB, and the one that in our view best captures the idea of 'entity coherence,' clearly doesn't hold. Another interesting observation is that if ranking is only required to be partial, some utterances end up with more than one CB: the percentage of such utterances is only 1% with the Vanilla instantiation, but can be as high as 6% with some instantiations. This is perhaps obvious, but to our knowledge had not been previously discussed. The violations of Strong C1 can be eliminated by augmenting grammatical function ranking in the sense discussed above (subjects rank more highly than objects that rank more highly than adjuncts) with a linear disambiguation factor, thus obtaining the ranking function GFTHERELIN already mentioned.
As for Rule 2, with the Vanilla instantiation the version proposed by Brennan et al. is verified by a Page Rank test ((Siegel and Castellan, 1988), p. 184-188) , but arguably, the most striking fact with this instantiation as far as transitions are concerned is the prevalence in the corpus of non-continuous transitions seldom or not at all discussed in the Centering literature: NULL transitions, in which an utterance without a CB is followed by a second one (47.9%); Establishments (EST) in which an utterance without a CB is followed by an utterance which does have one (18.8%); and ZEROs, the opposite case of EST (16.7%). All together, the four types of transitions falling under the remit of Rule 2 as classically formulated account for only 16% of utterances; and if Smooth Shifts and Rough Shifts are counted together, with the Vanilla instantiation there are more shifts than retains. Other classifications and versions of the Rule do not correlate much better with the observed frequencies: e.g., only 39% of entity-coherent transitions (139 out of 357), and 14% of the total, are cheap in the sense of Strube and Hahn (1999) (i.e., CP(U n−1 ) predicts CB(U n )). One of the goals of this paper is to use linguistic claims such as the proposed correlation between form of the subject and type of transition to investigate proposals in the literature to 'collapse' some of these distinctions by, e.g., merging EST and CON (Walker et al., 1994) ; we return on this topic in Section 5.
These findings concerning the Vanilla instantiation do not mean, however, that the claims of Centering do not hold, because it turns out that parameters do matter. I.e., it is possible to define 'utterance,' 'ranking,' and 'realization' in such a way that all three claims come out verified (in a statistical sense). Because Strong C1 is the claim with the largest percentage of violations, the parameters whose setting matters the most when trying to find an instantiation in which all claims are satisfied are those controlling utterance definition and CF realization. Considering a center as realized in an utterance which contains a bridging reference to that center is sufficient for Strong C1 to be verified; identifying utterances with sentences instead of finite clauses also has a strong positive effect. With the resulting families of instantiations, that we called IF (for Indirect realization, Finite clauses) and IS (for Indirect realization, Sentences), Strong C1 is verified, as well as the two 'basic' versions of Rule 1. As said above, in this study we only considered members of the IF and IS families of instantiations of the theory-i.e., we always assumed that discourse topic could be maintained even by indirect realization with bridging references, as in example (2). Poesio et al. also found, however, that there is a tradeoff between Strong C1, on one side, and Rule 1 and Rule 2, on the other: the changes to the utterance and realization parameters just mentioned reduce the violations of Strong C1, but increase those of Rule 1 and Rule 2. Identifying utterances with sentences, or (to a lesser extent) allowing indirect realization, results in statistically significant increases in the number of violations to Rule 1-up to a total of 7.4% in the IS instantiation -although Rule 1 (GJW 95) and Rule 1 (GJW 83) are so robust that they are still verified even in these instantiations. These changes to the utterance and realization parameters have an even greater impact on Rule 2 (BFP), a claim only weakly verified with the Vanilla instantiation. With the IF and IS instantiations, and grammatical function ranking, we find many more RSH than SSH, and many more RET than 'pure' CON (i.e., without counting EST); indeed, in the IS instantiation with GFTHERELIN ranking, RET are the second most common transition. As a result, Rule 2 (BFP) is only verified with IS instantiations at the .05 level, and with IF instantiations only if second person pronouns are counted as realizations of CFs. On the positive side, with these instantiations a much greater percentage of utterances-45%-is classified as either CON, RET, SSH or RSH, and a further 16% as EST. Poesio et al. found that these results can be further strengthened by adopting the ranking function proposed by Strube and Hahn (1999) , instead of GFTHERELIN. With this instantiation, Rule 2 (BFP) is verified at the .01 level, rather than only at the .05 level. This is because although the STRUBE-HAHN ranking function has no effect on Strong C1 (obviously) or R1 (more surprisingly), it does result in some of the RET becoming CON, and some of the SSH becoming RSH. Even though we still find more RET than CON and more RSH than SSH, these changes are enough to make Rule 2 (BFP) verified at the .01 level by a Page Rank test with the IS instantiation. Strube and Hahn's own version of Rule 2 still isn't verified, but this version of the rule is not verified by any of the instantiations we evaluated. In other words, with the IS or IF instantiation and STRUBE-HAHN ranking, all three claims of the theory are verified at the .01 level.
Investigating Linguistic Claims about Topic via Automatic Topic Tracking
As we said above, the notion of CB was put forward as a formalization of the notion of discourse topic, but the fact that central notions were only partially specified made it difficult to use it as a tool except by adopting often arbitrary definitions of notions such as utterance. The results just discussed suggest that by adopting either the IF or the IS setting (i.e., allowing for indirect realization, and identify-ing utterances either with finite clauses or with sentences), and either the ranking function that Poesio et al. called GFTHERELIN or the ranking function proposed by Strube and Hahn, and that we will call STRUBE-HAHN, we obtain instantiations of the theory which are sufficiently precise to allow for computer implementations, and such that all three main claims are verified. We believe that further narrowing down of the range of options, or indeed, refinements such as defining ranking functions that conflate grammatical function and hearer status, are not desirable at this stage, and best left to investigations using online experiments with human subjects. (And anyway, there is some debate as to whether the same ranking function would be 'best' for all languages, see, e.g., (Walker et al., 1994; Turan, 1998; Prasad and Strube, 2000; Miltsakaki, 2002) .) Nevertheless, the results of Poesio et al. already narrow down the range of plausible definitions of the parameters of Centering enough to make it possible to use Centering theory for one of the purposes for which it was conceived-investigate a variety of correlations between topichood and linguistic usage by running through an (annotated) corpus computer programs that simulate local focus update and then compute correlations between, say, CB-hood and subjecthood in an automatic fashion. (A correlation holding with all of the four variants would of course be especially promising.) A systematic investigation of such correlations will, of course, require a much larger corpus, also including texts from genres such as fiction and conversational dialogue. For the moment being, we can only run pilot studies of the type of investigation that in our view methods like those we are suggesting will make possible in the future. In the rest of the paper, we discuss four such studies.
A First Pilot Study: Demonstratives
The first example study we discuss, already reported in (Poesio and Modjeska, 2005) , is an investigation of the suggestion that this-Noun Phrases-demonstrative pronouns this and these, and full NPs with this as a determiner-are primarily used to refer to entities that are somehow 'salient', but without being the 'focus' or 'topic' of the discourse (Linde, 1979; Gundel et al., 1993; Passonneau, 1993) . Examples of entities that are felicitously realized by means of THIS-NPs are entities in the visual situation, or 'deixis', such as the room mentioned in (4) (Kaplan, 1979; Jarvella and Klein, 1982; André et al., 1999) ; abstract objects such as propositions, facts, or types, implicitly introduced in the discourse without being explicitly mentioned, as in (5) (Asher, 1993; Webber, 1991) ; and entities mentioned in a discourse, but not in most salient position, such as the area mentioned in (6) (Linde, 1979; Gundel et al., 1993; Passonneau, 1993) . (4) A [inside a room, looking around]: This room is incredibly dirty.
(5) For example, binocular stereo fusion is known to take place in a specific area of the cortex near the back of the head. Patients with damage to this area of the cortex have visual handicaps but they show no obvious impairment in their ability to think. This suggests that stereo fusion is not necessary for thought. (Webber, 1991) Gundel et al. (1993) proposed that the NP form chosen to realize discourse entities results from the interaction of two factors: the speaker's assumptions about the status of such entities in the addressee's cognitive / mental state, and Grice's Maxim of Quantity (Grice, 1975 ) requiring speakers to be as informative as consistent with their knowledge, but no more informative. Gundel et al. propose that there are six possible 'cognitive statuses', organized in a 'Givenness Hierarchy' reflecting increasing mental salience. The statuses relevant to the distribution of THIS-NPs are the highest two: ACTIVATED and IN FOCUS. In order for a THIS-NP to be felicitous, the discourse entity it realizes is required to be at least ACTIVATED: Gundel et al. define 'activated' as 'being in short-term memory'. On the other hand, if an entity were 'in focus', we would expect the speaker to be as informative as possible and therefore use a pronoun, the type of NP typically used to realize such entities, unless other factors made the use of a pronoun infelicitous. Gundel (1998) already proposed that notions from Centering can be used to specify more precisely which entities may be 'in focus', although she also calls for a modification of the theory, arguing that more than one entity may be 'in focus' (we return to this topic in the Discussion). Poesio and Modjeska (2005) identified three 'natural' ways of formalizing the notion of entity 'in focus' used by Gundel et al. in terms of the conceptual vocabolary of Centering. An entity may be said to be 'in focus' if it is 1. CB(U i ), the CB of the present utterance; or perhaps 2. CB(U i−1 ), the CB of the previous utterance; or perhaps 3. CP(U i−1 ), the most highly-ranked entity of the previous utterance.
As Gundel et al. did not provide details concerning the identification of active entities, 8 Poesio and Modjeska devised their own, reliable scheme, introducing however a new term, ACTIVE, to identify the notion of 'activation' specified by this scheme. Poesio and Modjeska analyzed every THIS-NP in the subset of the GNOME corpus also used for the other studies in this paper, using the scripts developed by Poesio et al. (2004) to compute utterances and their CB and CP according to the four instantiations of Centering we are considering: IF + GFTHERELIN, IF + STRUBE-HAHN, IS + GFTHERELIN, and IS + STRUBE-HAHN. That analysis revealed that virtually all THIS-NPs in the corpus are active, and that between 90 and 93% of THIS-NPs (depending on the instantiation) were used to refer to entities other than CB(U i−1 ); between 75-80% to refer to entities other than CP(U i−1 ); and between 61-65% to refer to entities other than CB(U). They concluded that the distribution of THIS-NPs in the corpus used for both this study and their is best characterized by what they called the THIS-NP hypothesis:
THIS-NP Hypothesis : THIS-NPs are used to refer to entities which are ACTIVE (in the sense of Poesio and Modjeska). THIS-NPs are preferred for entities other than CB(U i−1 ).
8 Detailed guidelines were later developed (Gundel, 2003) .
A Second Pilot Study: Type of Transition vs Form of Subject
Many types of correlations between topicality and subjecthood have been proposed in the linguistic literature (e.g., (Li, 1976; Givon, 1983) ). In the Centering literature, this correlation-which is of particular interest for Natural Language Generation-has been studied with respect to languages such as Japanese (Kameyama, 1986) , Italian (Di Eugenio, 1998) and Turkish (Turan, 1998) , resulting in the hypothesis that in languages with both a 'weak' and a 'strong' pronominal form, the form of the subject of an utterance is affected by the type of transition (CON, RET, etc.) that that utterance realizes. Typically, it was argued, weak pronominal forms are preferred for the subjects of utterances expressing continuations (CON), whereas strong pronominal forms are preferred for the subject when the utterance expresses a center shift (SSH, RSH) or center retain (RET). In the case of English, Passonneau (1998) and others found a similar correlation between CON and personal pronouns, whereas other transitions correlated more with demonstrative pronouns. In this section we present results concerning the correlation between uses of pronouns and full NPs in subject position and transition types obtained with our corpus, with all four instantiations that we are considering in this paper. In part the intention is simply to reexamining previous results from the Centering literature using a different genre, reliably annotated data, and automatic CB-tracking techniques allowing for different instantiations of some of the crucial parameters. In addition, however, we hope that this investigation may shed some light on the role of the non-continuous transitions (EST, NULL, and ZERO) in Centering. The reader should again keep in mind that the results can only be viewed as preliminary, given the low frequency of some events, 9 . This contingency table cannot be used for a χ 2 test, because of the low or zero counts in some of the cells; we need therefore to collapse some of the distinctions between transitions. First of all, we could collapse demonstrative NPs with full 9 Not all cells of our contingency table contain at least 5 elements, which increases the chances of incorrectly accepting the Null Hypothesis, i.e., committing a Type 1 error (Woods et al., 1986) . A variety of ways of reducing the dimensionality of the contingency table will be considered. 10 Many utterances are non-sentential, even with this configuration. The two main cases of nonsentential utterances are titles, which often are constituted of a single NP (e.g., Jewelry); and instructions in imperative form (e.g., Don't forget to contact your doctor if you have any problem.).
IS+GFTHERELIN:
NPs, under the assumption that demonstrative NPs are not weak forms (Passonneau, 1993 Nancy Hedberg suggested to us a very interesting way of analyzing these figures. Table 3 indicates that with this configuration, transitions can be grouped in three classes for the purposes of predicting the form of the subject. One class includes CON and SSH (the transitions in which CB=CP) in which pronouns are used about four times the average chance of using a pronoun in subject position for the whole set of transitions (40% vs. 11.2%). The second class includes RET, RSH, ZERO, and NULL, with which, on the contrary, the chance of using a pronoun (2.7%) are about a quarter of the average use of pronouns in subject position across all transitions. Finally, there are Establishments, in which we find pronouns in subject position with exactly the same frequency as we find them in the entire set of transitions. This grouping is summarized in the following Table. PRONOUN This table has an extremely high value of χ 2 = 79.03 (with 2df, p ≤ 0.001). We will present the results obtained with the other configurations before discussing these results further.
IF+GFTHERELIN:
We consider next the results obtained with the IF+GFTHERELIN configuration: identifying utterances with finite clauses instead of sentences, while still ranking according to grammatical function with linear order as tie breaker. If we identify utterances with finite clauses we obtain 972 utterances instead of 669. However, only 585 of these utterances have subjects (see discussion above), and of these, 32 are relative clauses in which the subject is grammatically constrained to realize an entity of the previous utterance (the clause in which the relative occurs). We excluded these relative clauses from the analysis. The result is the following contingency table, in which we have already collapsed demonstrative pronouns and full NPs, and indicated the percentages of utterances performing a certain transition whose subject is realized as a pronoun. These data exhibit a pattern very similar to that found by identifying utterances with sentences. Again, the transitions in which CB=CP, CON and SSH, have similar frequencies of pronouns in subject position, much higher than averagein fact, with this configuration, the majority of utterances performing these transitions have a pronoun in subject position. (These percentages, particularly for Smooth shifts, being now very similar to those reported by Di Eugenio (1998) for zero pronouns in subject position in Italian, using a very similar configuration-see below.) Again, with a second group of transitions consisting of RET, RSH, ZERO, and NULL, we find that pronouns in subject position are much rarer than average (overall, around 3%). Finally, we find the EST transitions, in which the frequency of occurrence of pronouns in subject position is again very similar to the average frequency of pronouns in subject position across the entire set of transitions. These results are summarized in the following Table. PRONOUN Next, we examine the results obtained using the other ranking function giving the best results, STRUBE-HAHN.
PERS PRONOUN NON-PRONOUN

IS+STRUBE-HAHN:
As already reported in (Poesio et al., 2004) , using as a ranking function STRUBE-HAHN, instead of GFTHERELIN, has the effect of turning a significant number of RET into CON, and of RSH into SSH. (Changing the ranking function of course doesn't affect the total number of utterances, or of continuous utterances.) The contingency table obtained using STRUBE-HAHN is shown below.
Again we observe that transitions naturally group in three classes as far as the frequency of pronouns in subject position is concerned: CON and SSH, EST (whose percentage of pronouns in subject position is again almost exactly the same as the average occurrence of pronouns in subject position across all transitions), and everything else. The main differences are that with GFTHERELIN we find more CON than RET and more SSH (still fewer than RSH though), which seems to lead to a reduced percentage of pronouns in subject position for CON These percentages are very similar to those obtained with GFTHERELIN, apart from a change in the relative frequency of CON and RET, and of SSH and RSH; and again, we find the same three natural groups of transitions.
Summary and preliminary discussion A clear pattern emerges from this analysis. Irrespective of the way utterance and ranking are defined, transitions can be classified into three groups as far as the frequency of occurrence of pronouns in subject position. On one side we have the transitions in which CB always equals the CP, CON and SSH: with these transitions the frequency of pronouns in subject position is three to four times the average, and in fact, if we identify utterances with finite clauses, more than half of such transitions have pronouns in subject position. On the opposite side we have the transitions where the CB is never the same as the CP: RET, RSH, ZERO and NULL. With these transitions, pronouns in subject position are three to four times less frequent than average. Establishments stand right in the middle: with this type of transition, in which the CB may or may not be the same as the CP, the frequency of occurrence of pronouns in subject position is almost exactly the same as the average frequency. All of these correlations are highly significant by a χ 2 test. These results suggest that at least from this perspective, it is not a good idea to conflate EST and CON, contrary to what suggested in (Walker et al., 1994) ; establishments appear to behave differently from other types of transitions. The results also suggest that simply deciding the form of NP to be used in subject position depending on the transition wouldn't result in good algorithms for determining NP type. This reflects a general finding of Poesio et al. (2004) : when deciding how to express certain information, coherence conflicts with what we called a principle of VARIETY-do not use the same forms over and over again. This point will be illustrated again below when discussing the correlation between transitions and segment boundaries.
Finally, it is interesting to compare these results with the results obtained by Di Eugenio when analyzing the correlation between transition and pronoun type (weak or strong) for Italian (Di Eugenio, 1990 Eugenio, , 1998 , particularly at the light of the fact the proposal in (Di Eugenio, 1990 ) that null subjects signal CON, whereas strong pronouns signal RET or SHIFT. In the later paper, Di Eugenio (1998) found the percentages in Table 9 Table 9 : Correlation between form of the pronoun in subject position and transitions for Italian in (Di Eugenio, 1998).
We think there is at least one interesting point emerging from this comparison: again, EST behaves very differently from CON-in this case, it patterns almost exactly like RET and SSH.
Third Pilot Study: the Interaction between Local and Global Focus
In the intentions of Grosz and colleagues (Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Grosz et al., 1995) , Centering was only part of an overall theory of the 'Attentional State'-i.e., of what makes discourses coherent and what is salient in discourse. Specifically, Centering is the part of the Grosz et al. framework theory formalizing the 'local' aspects of the attentional state (or LOCAL FOCUS): local coherence (i.e., coherence between utterances) and local salience (i.e., which entities are most salient after processing an utterance). Grosz and Sidner also developed a second theory formalizing what they called the 'global' focus: how discourse segments must be related in order for a discourse to be (globally) coherent, and which segments are most salient at a given point in time. This distinction between local focus and global focus is broadly consistent with the distinction between different 'cognitive statuses' underlying the Givenness Hierarchy hypothesis discussed earlier ((Gundel et al., 1993) ; see also (Poesio and Modjeska, 2005) ), and also finds some support in psychological research: e.g., there is evidence for a distinction between expressions whose interpretation is preferentially to be found in the local focus, such as pronouns, and expressions whose interpretations tend to be interpreted with respect to the global focus, such as definite descriptions (Garrod, 1993) . However, Grosz and Sidner did not provide a fully worked out theory of the relation between the two aspects of the attentional state, which could provide answers to questions such as: do segment boundaries also represent discontinuities at the local level? (I.e., do discourse segments correspond to switches in discourse topic / CB?) Are segments supposed to be fully locally coherent? (I.e., can there be any utterances without a CB?) Finally, there is a need to clarify the predictions of the theory as far as the use of different forms is concerned: it has long been known, for example, that pronouns can also be used to refer to entities last mentioned two or more utterances before (Fox, 1987; Hitzeman and Poesio, 1998) . Further progress will be needed along the integration between the Grosz et al. framework and the Givenness Hierarchy framework of Gundel et al. (preliminary suggestions can be found in (Gundel, 1998; Poesio and Modjeska, 2005) ).
In this section we discuss preliminary findings in two areas related to these questions: the interaction between global and local coherence, and the use of pronominal forms to refer to entities introduced more than two utterances before. The reader should keep in mind these results are even more preliminary than those discussed in previous sections, as the GNOME corpus isn't properly annotated for segments. As discussed above, segmentation heuristics were used: we tested identifying segments with paragraphs, sections, and the heuristic proposed in (Walker, 1989) . As this latter gave the best results concerning the claims of the theory, we used it for the computations discussed in this section.
The Correlation between Transitions and Segment Boundaries
Two studies relevant to the questions explored in this section were carried out by Passonneau (1998) and Walker (1998) , who studied whether transitions predict segment boundaries, i.e., whether establishments and shifts occur more at segment boundaries, and continuations prevail within a segment. Passonneau (1998) used data from the Pear stories (Chafe, 1980) annotated for segments by Passonneau and Litman (1993) to measure the usefulness of Centering transitions as predictors of segment boundaries. Passonneau tested two classification systems for transitions: the scheme due to (Grosz et al., 1995) that distinguishes between CON, RET and SHIFT (that she called 'Version A'), and the one proposed in (Kameyama et al., 1993) that classifies them into RET1 (= CON+RET), EST (our EST), and NULL (our NULL) (that she called 'Version B'). Passonneau measured the accuracy of the SHIFT Centering transition (for Version A) and the NULL transition (for Version B) as boundary predictors. The measures she used were the two measures from Information Retrieval traditionally used for evaluation in NLPprecision P (the percentage of instances of the chosen Centering transitions actually corresponding to boundaries) and recall R (the percentage of boundaries correctly predicted by the chosen Centering transitions)-together with a new measure, ER-ROR RATE, defined as the percentage of incorrect associations between transitions and boundaries: e.g., for Version A, E = (CON / RET at boundary + SHIFT at nonboundary) total and similarly for Version B (replacing SHIFT with NULL, etc.). Passonneau found that neither type of transition was a good predictor of segment boundaries, primarily because precision was very low. For SHIFT as boundary predictor, she found R=.78, P=.25, E=.41; for NULL, R=.86, P=.26, E=.40. Walker (1998) classified 98 utterances containing the discourse cue now (a fairly good indicator of the beginning of a new segment) as well as to an equal number of other utterances according to the scheme in Table 1 . Walker found that even though the distribution of transitions at segment boundaries was significantly different from that found with the other utterances (e.g., only about 2% of boundaries were CON, as opposed to 43% for other utterances), again the correlation between segment boundaries and CB changes was very imperfect: e.g., two thirds of segment-initial boundaries had a CB.
In these two studies only one instantiation of the theory was considered. The goal of the study reported here was to test whether a better result could be obtained using the 'best' instantiations identified in (Poesio et al., 2004) and already used for the two previous studies. This table suggests a number of interesting observations. First of all, although the results of the χ 2 test for this table are highly significant (with 6df, χ 2 = 39.1, p ≤ .001), it is nevertheless clear that the correlation between CB continuations and segment continuations is imperfect at best: the percentage of CON that are boundaries (about 19%) is not that much lower than the overall percentage of boundaries (about 23%). Secondly, the table gives further support to the view that EST behave differently from CON, already emerging from the earlier discussion about the correlation between transition type and subject type. Whereas slightly less that 1/5 of continuations are segment boundaries, almost 1/3 of EST are, a higher percentage than that for utterances overall (1/4). In fact, EST are more frequently boundaries that the two shifts or RET; the only other transitions that correlate as highly with segment boundaries are ZERO and NULL (1/3 of ZERO and 26% of NULL are boundaries, as well). (The fact that the two types of shift are much less likely to occur at boundaries than continuations is also worth pointing out.)
IF+GFTHERELIN
These results suggest a way of using transitions to predict segment boundaries which is different both from what would be suggested by a simple-minded view of the relation between the local focus and the global focus, according to which we get a new segment every time we find a new CB (i.e., use SSH+RSH+EST+ZERO+NULL to predict segment boundaries); and from the two methods studied by Passonneau (use SHIFT or NULL to predict boundaries). Instead, the best results at predicting boundaries appear to be obtained by dividing transitions in, on the one hand, the four continuous transitions, CON, RET, SSH, and RSH; on the other, the three transitions in which at least one of the two utterances doesn't have a CB. The four continuous transitions are less likely to be found at boundaries than average, whereas the four non-continuous ones are more likely. The distribution obtained by partitioning transitions in this way is shown in The distribution is also significant (with 6df, χ 2 = 28.7, p ≤ 0.001), and the results are very similar to those obtained with IF+GFTHERELIN. Again, we find that the three non-continuous transitions (EST, ZERO and NULL) occur at boundaries with greater frequence than continuous transitions; and that EST are much more frequently boundaries than CON. Again we find that the percentage of CON occurring at boundaries is almost the same as the average (32% vs 33.6%), and much higher than the likelihood of RET, RSH, and SSH to occur at boundaries.
The best way of collapsing these classes into two categories for the purposes of predicting boundaries or non-boundaries is also that observed with IF+GFTHERELIN: the transitions occurring at boundaries more frequently than average are EST +NULL +ZERO, whereas the transitions occurring less frequently at boundaries are the continuous transitions. The table is shown in Using the non-continuous transitions as segment boundary predictor we get higher precision than we obtained when identifying utterances with finite clauses, P=41.6% (153/368), but lower recall, R= 68% (153/225). (F= 54.0%.) The error rate is a bit lower, E=42.9%(72+215/669). Using the continuous transitions to predict non-boundaries, we find P=76.1% (229/301) and R=51.6% (229/444), for an F=63.9%.
IF+STRUBE-HAHN
The division of transitions into those occurring more frequently than average at boundaries and those occurring less frequently found with this instantiation is again very similar to those found with the previous two instantiations, and the percentages are similar to those observed with IF+GFTHERELIN. The overall distribution is shown in The effectiveness of transitions computed according to this scheme for predicting segment boundaries is again similar to that obtained with the IF+GFTHERELIN. Using discountinuous transitions as predictors of segment boundaries we obtain P = 29% (178 / 612), R = 79.1% (178 / 225) F = 54.0%, and E = 49.5% (47+434/972). Using continuous transitions as predictors of non-boundaries we get P = 86.9% (313/360), R = 41.9% (313/747), F=64.4%. Summary The figures reported above indicate, on the one hand, that it is very unlikely that the variables TRANSITION and BOUNDARY are independent. Irrespective of the instantiation, we found that transitions divide in two classes: the continuous transitions are less likely than average to occur at boundaries, whereas (EST, ZERO, and NULL) are more likely than average. The correlation between local focus and global focus shifts is, however, complex: changes in CB are poor predictors of segment changes, and even non-continuous transitions do not always occur at segment boundaries. The best predictor we found was using continuous utterances as predictors non-boundary: with IS configurations, this predictor gives us an F of around 64% and an error rate E of around 43%. Our results also support the finding reported earlier in the paper that EST utterances behave different from CON utterances; more in general, the position that it is important to take into account non-continuous transitions in theorizing on Centering. Hitzeman and Poesio (1998) claimed that it is not sufficient for an antecedent to be available on the stack for the use of a long distance pronoun (a pronoun whose antecedent is not in the previous utterance) to be licensed; it is necessary for the entity to have been a CB. Again, we tested this claim using the four best instantiations already introduced.
IS+STRUBE-HAHN
Long Distance Pronouns
11
The first, perhaps obvious, finding is that the importance of this issue greatly depends on the definition of utterance. Hitzeman and Poesio assumed that each finite clause was a separate utterance, as suggested by Kameyama; if we adopt this definition, then 17 pronouns out of 217 are long distance, which is the same percentage (8%) found in the corpus used by Hitzeman and Poesio. 12 If we identify utterances with sentences, however, we only get 5 long-distance pronouns. 13 Hitzeman and Poesio's claim is verified in our corpus as well, both with the IF instantiation and the IS instantiation. With IF, 13 long distance pronouns out of 17 (76.5%) had been CBs and 4 had not, p ≤ .02 by the sign test with GFTHERELIN ranking; with STRUBE-HAHN, 14 (82.3%) and 3, respectively. With IS, we find +3, -2 with GFTHERELIN ranking and STRUBE-HAHN ranking, but there is not enough data for a significance test. An even better result, however, was found by weakening the licensing condition to having been a CP rather than a CB: in this case, with IF we have +17, 0, p ≤ .01 by the sign test with GFTHERELIN ranking, and +16, -1 with STRUBE-HAHN ranking. With IS, the results are +4, -1 with GFTHERELIN ranking, and +5, 0 with STRUBE-HAHN. In other words, whereas between 76% and 82% of long-distance pronouns were CBs, virtually all have been at least CPs.
Discussion
This work was conceived as complementary to the work discussed in (Poesio et al., 2004) , in which the comparison between instantiations of Centering was based on theory-internal criteria (minimizing the number of violations of the three main claims)-the goal here being to use linguistic evidence as an additional source of insights into versions of Centering. Although looking at a more data, and from a greater variety of genres including at least spoken dialogue and narrative, will be necessary to ensure the generality of our findings, we believe that a methodological point can already be raised: i.e., we hope we convinced at least a few readers that recent developments in annotation methodology and Centering theory make it possible to investigate the notion of discourse topic in a way that is less dependent on subjective judgments, by using reliably annotated corpora, and using the CB as an approximation of the notion of discourse topic.
The main findings of the work at the current stage are as follows. The first pilot reported in the paper tested some of the claims of Gundel et al. (1993) concerning demonstratives. Its results suggest that it is possible to identify (by hand) 'activated' entities in a corpus using reliable guidelines, and that by combining this information with a definition of 'in focus' as 'being CB(U i−1 ),' it is possible to predict when demonstratives are used to realize a discourse entity in our corpus with great accuracy using a simplified form of the proposal by Gundel et al.. Our second pilot tested the correlation between type of transition and the decision to use a pronoun to realize the subject of an utterance, finding that the transitions in which CB = CP (CON and SSH) are most predictive: with IF+GFTHERELIN, for about 55% of CON and SSH the subject is realized with a pronoun. The last two studies were concerned with the interaction between local focus and global focus. We found a clear correlation between segment boundaries and the use of 'discontinuous' transitions in which one or both of the utterances have no CB (EST, ZERO, and NULL), but also that this correlation could not be reliably used to predict boundaries. We also found confirmation for the claim by Hitzeman and Poesio (1998) that only entities that had been CB could be the antecedent of long distance pronouns. Many of these results replicate the results of earlier work, and will have to be confirmed by larger scale investigations, but to our knowledge ours is the first study to test these claims using a combination of reliable annotation techniques and automatic CB tracking methods; also, this is the first time that such results are shown to be robust across instantiations-i.e., to hold whether utterances are identified with sentences or finite clauses, and whether grammatical function or 'information status' ranking is assumed.
This invariance across instantiations is one of the most interesting results from a Centering perspective: the four instantiations that proved 'best' from the perspective adopted in (Poesio et al., 2004) give very similar results when used to predict which entity will be realized as a demonstrative, and results that 'go in the same direction' concerning when a pronoun should be used for a subject (although predictions are much more accurate if utterances are identified with finite clauses) and whether a particular transition is a non-boundary (although the predictions are much more accurate when utterances are identified with sentences). This invariance makes any such findings much more robust. We also found evidence that EST behave very differently from CON both in terms of their correlation with segment boundaries and when trying to predict whether a pronoun should be used in subject position, which goes against the suggestion in (Walker et al., 1994 ) that EST and CON should be treated as the same transition. Finally, our results concerning segment boundaries suggest that more attention should be paid by the Centering literature to non-continuous transitions, as they seem to be key to understand the relation between local and global focus.
